WEATHERSTRIPPING-
Ventilating sash shall have continuous weather-stripping of silicone treated wool pile incorporating a polypropylene fin to insure longer life with better resistance to wind and moisture infiltration. Weather-stripping shall extend around the entire perimeter of the vent.

GLAZING-
Marlin system #3502-C55 shall be glazed with 1" overall insulating glass. The ventilator shall be 'marine' type glazed with a continuous vinyl channel gasket. The fixed glass shall be set on blocks, back bedded in foam glazing tape and retained by an extruded aluminum stop.

OPTIONAL SCREEN-
Screen frames shall be fabricated from roll-form aluminum, finish to match window. Screen cloth to be 18 x 16 fiberglass mesh held in the aluminum screen frame with a tight fitting continuous vinyl spline. Two leaf springs shall be attached to the top rail of the screen and two metal pull tabs shall be attached at the bottom rail and held in place by the screen spline.

INSTALLATION-
Windows shall be installed straight, plumb, and level without twisting and securely anchored in place. Openings shall be properly prepared to provide sufficient space at jambs, head and sill to compensate for normal construction movement without affecting intended use.

PROTECTION AND CLEANING-
The General Contractor shall provide adequate protection of the aluminum and glass surfaces from damage by grinding compound, lime, acids, cement or other contaminants. The General Contractor shall be responsible for final cleaning.
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